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The digital subversion of urban space: power, performance
and grime
Orlando Woods
School of Social Sciences, Singapore Management University, Singapore, Singapore
ABSTRACT
Digital technologies play an increasingly prominent role in the
reproduction of society and space. Rather than being studied as
a separate category of understanding, the ways in which such
technologies intersect with and inﬂect upon the real world has
provided a recent focus of research. Urban music is inherently
spatial, but the ways in which digital technologies have enabled
artists to resist injustice, to reproduce space and to reclaim the
right to the city has not yet been considered. This article ﬁlls the
lacuna by exploring how grime artists harness digital technologies
to resist marginalization by the mainstream and create new
expressions of power. Speciﬁcally, it shows how digital enablers
have led to the democratization of music, which in turn has
empowered grime artists to reclaim the right to represent the
spaces of the inner city, and, in doing so, to challenge and subvert
more wide-ranging structures of power and inequality.
Accordingly, I argue that grime is more than music and is as
much a channel of social activism as it is creative expression.
Subversion numérique de l’espace urbain: pouvoir,
performance et grime
Les technologies numériques jouent un rôle de plus en plus impor-
tant dans la reproduction de la société et de l’espace. Plutôt que
d’être comprises et étudiées en tant que catégorie séparée, les
façons dont les technologies croisent et inﬂuencent le monde réel
procurent un centre d’intérêt récent pour la recherche. La musique
urbaine est fondamentalement spatiale mais les façons dont les
technologies numériques ont permis aux artistes de résister à l’in-
justice, de reproduire l’espace et de se réapproprier le droit à la ville
n’ont pas encore été considérées. Cet article comble cette lacune en
explorant comment les artistes grime exploitent les technologies
numériques pour résister à la marginalisation par les courants domi-
nants et créer de nouvelles expressions du pouvoir. En particulier, il
montre comment les facilitateurs numériques ont mené vers une
démocratisation de lamusique, qui, ensuite, a donné lesmoyens aux
artistes grime de récupérer le droit de représenter les espaces du
centre-ville et, ce faisant, de déﬁer et subvertir toutes sortes d’autres
structures de pouvoir et d’inégalité. Par conséquent, je soutiens que
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le grime est plus que de la musique et est autant un vecteur
d’activisme social qu’une expression créative.
La subversión digital del espacio urbano: poder,
representación y música grime
Las tecnologías digitales desempeñan un papel cada vez más
destacado en la reproducción de la sociedad y el espacio. En
lugar de estudiarse como una categoría separada de entendi-
miento, las formas en que tales tecnologías se cruzan y se mime-
tizan con el mundo real han proporcionado un foco reciente de
investigación. La música urbana es intrínsecamente espacial, pero
las formas en que las tecnologías digitales han permitido a los
artistas resistir la injusticia, reproducir el espacio y reclamar el
derecho a la ciudad aún no se han considerado. Este documento
llena la laguna al explorar cómo los artistas dentro del género
musical grime aprovechan las tecnologías digitales para resistir la
marginación de la corriente principal y crean nuevas expresiones
de poder. Especíﬁcamente, muestra cómo los habilitadores digi-
tales han conducido a la democratización de la música, lo que a su
vez le ha dado poder a los artistas grime para reclamar el derecho
de representar los espacios del centro de la ciudad y, al hacerlo,
desaﬁar y subvertir las estructuras más amplias de poder y desi-
gualdad. En consecuencia, se sostiene que dicho género musical
es más que música, y es tanto un canal de activismo social como
una expresión creativa.
“I'm not a rapper, I'm an activist” - Skepta1
Introduction
The proliferation of digital technologies2 – meaning, the devices used to create digital
media (e.g. smartphones), and the software used to edit and share it online (e.g. apps, social
medias platforms) – is reframing the world in which we live. They enable space to be
reclaimed and power to be reproduced in new and increasingly innovative ways. This
dynamic is felt particularly strongly in urban environments, where power tends to be
more concentrated, and inequality more acutely felt. Boy and Uitermark (2017; p. 1; see
also Rose, 2016) describe the impact of digital technologies as ‘seismic’ in scale, as the
‘power to represent the city is no longer concentrated in the elites controlling the state and
mass media’; instead it is ‘distributed’, as anybody with a device connected to the internet
can ‘produce and circulate’ representations of their own making. Digital technologies have
brought about the democratization of representation, which has far-reaching ramiﬁcations
for the ways in which power is theorized and applied in the contemporary world. Despite
this, the ways in which the digital realm has become a co-constitutive part of urban
environments (and the social realities therein) remains underexplored by research, as the
‘virtual and the physical, cyberspace and urban space, have been posited as dichotomous,
and even oppositional, categories’ (Molnár, 2014, p. 44; see also Crang, 2000; Woolgar, 2002;
Kinsley, 2016; see also Kong & Woods, 2018). This article bridges the gap by showing how
digital technologies can be used to subvert hierarchy and have thus enabled the subversion
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of urban space in the UK. By focussing on grime – a subgenre of urban music that emerged
in London in the early 2000s and is characterised by the rapping of idiomatic, self-referential
lyrics over a machine-recorded backing track – I show how digital technologies have
empowered grime artists to respond to ‘mainstream indiﬀerence’ and create a style of
music that is both the ‘sound of protest’ (The Guardian, 2 January 2017) and the ‘sound of
urban space’ (Barron, 2013, p. 534). Grime speaks to and from the margins of the city, and
thus provides a new perspective on the workings of power in/and urban space.
Digital technologies have enabled grime artists to resist the dismissiveness of the
mainstream media and music industries, and to overcome the socio-spatial margin-
alization of urban Britain. Accordingly, grime is a paradigmatic example of how digital
technologies are harnessed to both subvert and reclaim urban space. My reading of
urban space is broad and encapsulates not just the physical and built environment of
the inner city, but also the various inﬂuences that determine the reproduction of space,
and which, in turn, help to shape the ways in which space is both engaged with, and
represented. Urban space thus provides a window onto all aspects of urban life and is a
medium through which power can be asserted and resisted. This expansive under-
standing of urban space reﬂects the subversive inﬂuence and emancipatory potential
of grime within urban Britain. Grime is more than music; it is a system of ‘contentious
innovation’ (Uitermark, Nicholls, & Loopmans, 2012, p. 2546) that rallies against the
traditional hierarchies of power associated with more mainstream forms of cultural
production. By ‘mainstream’, I refer to the various forms of social, cultural and political
bias (and prejudice) that are reproduced by the media, and that often cast minority
groups within a framework of marginality. A wider view is necessary, as the urban
environments that fomented the emergence and resonance of grime are beset by
various forms of inequality, from ‘the material distribution of resources and amenities’,
to ‘recognition and visibility’ (Boy & Uitermark, 2017, p. 1). Methods of digital reproduc-
tion enable inequality to be overcome, with grime being a channel through which inner
city youth are able to reclaim their ‘right to the city’ by representing their worlds
through music (after Lefebvre, 1968, 1991).
My argument is that through digitally enabled methods of production and distribu-
tion, grime has become the sound that both represents, and increasingly reproduces,
the socio-spatial landscape of urban Britain. To the extent that ‘cities breed contention’
(Uitermark et al., 2012, p. 2546), grime is both a product of such contention, and an
outlet through which marginalised youths can overcome it. Recent years have witnessed
geographical research consider the eﬀects of neoliberalism on urban environments,
especially the strategies of resistance employed by marginalised groups to overcome
the increasingly authoritarian governance of urban spaces (e.g. Changfoot, 2007; Dikeç,
2002; Long, 2013; Mayer, 2009; Mitchell, 2003; Mitchell & Heynen, 2009; Purcell, 2002;
Swynegdouw, 2000; Uitermark et al., 2012). Whilst such strategies have been deployed
to reclaim control over the decisions that help to shape access to, and representation of,
the public spaces of the city, they have mostly been understood through the physical
domain of protest and citizen activism. The role of digital technologies in enabling
citizen empowerment and self-representation has, with a few exceptions (e.g. Fahmi,
2009; Molnár, 2014; Papadimitriou, 2006), been overlooked. That said, digital technolo-
gies can enable people to access the city in new, and potentially disruptive, ways. The
pervasiveness of such technologies has resulted in the proliferation of digital content,
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and a democratization of representation. Relatedly, social media provide platforms from
which (unheard) voices can be ampliﬁed, and new forms of power produced.
Digital technologies have not only empowered citizens, but they have also trans-
formed the ways in which artists interact with, and inﬂuence, society and space. For a
long time now, music has been recognized as a ‘medium through which those whose
condition society tries its best not to see can begin to make themselves heard’ (Smith,
1997; p. 502; Bennett, 1999) and has been shown to be integral to the (re)making of
space, place and identity (e.g. Cohen, 2012; Dawson, 2002; Liu, 2014; Solomon, 2005).
Yet, it is not until very recently that research has started to explore the impact of digital
technologies on the production and distribution of music. These studies have consid-
ered how digital technologies have brought about new forms of musical entrepreneuri-
alism (e.g. White, 2016; Reitsamer & Prokop, 2017; see also Leyshon, 2009) and have
enabled the emergence of youth-based musical subcultures (e.g. Campos & Simões,
2014; Simões & Campos, 2017), but are yet to engage with more structural issues of
exclusion and inequality. A parallel avenue of research has sought to understand the
ways in which digital media can impact the formation of (and relations between)
diﬀerent social groups and the urban environments in which they live (e.g. Graham,
Zook, & Boulton, 2013; Molnár, 2014; Boy & Uitermark, 2017; see also Rose, 2016), but is
yet to engage with the role of musical subcultures in mediating the interplay between
the digital and real worlds.
Taking all of these ideas into consideration, this article is a response to the ‘continu-
ing need for research and action that can devise new strategies for resist[ance]’ and the
subsequent ‘enfranchising [of] urban inhabitants’ (Purcell, 2002, p. 99) by expanding the
breadth of the right to the city discourse. Speciﬁcally, in recognising that the right to the
city is a performative act (after Butler, 2015; Changfoot, 2007; Duﬀ, 2017; Glass & Rose-
Redwood, 2014; Rose, 2002), I demonstrate how digital technologies have enabled
grime artists to reclaim (and, in some instances, to reject) the spaces of the city –
both physically and symbolically – through the production and distribution of their
music. Performativity is a helpful lens through which the music and music videos of
grime artists can be interpreted, as it connects ideas of power, politics and space (see
Nelson, 2014), and can therefore reveal how grime engenders a performative right to the
city. In doing so, it helps to reveal how citizens (or, in this case, grime artists) are
empowered by digital technologies to become active and inﬂuential stakeholders in
the reproduction of society and space. In turn, this has caused processes of socio-spatial
reproduction to become more dynamic and less hierarchical than ever before (Rose,
2002; Springer, 2014). The success of grime artists in resisting hierarchy on the one hand,
and by reclaiming the city on the other, is reﬂected in their ability to overcome the
boundary that separates the digital and physical domains, artists and activists. In doing
so, grime artists realise new expressions of power that are delivered through digital
artistry, yet remain rooted in more physical and tangible forms of citizen activism.
In the analysis that follows, I oﬀer an applied reading of the lyrics and music videos of
a selection of grime artists to show how they express agency through their music and
thus subvert existing forms of socio-spatial power. This conscious eﬀort to go ‘beyond
audio’ (Gallagher & Prior, 2014; see also Gallagher, Kanngieser, & Prior, 2017) is in
recognition of Barron’s (2013, p. 531, 532) observation that grime music is a ‘distinctive
ethnographic artefact’ as it is ‘experientially rooted music about urban locations, made
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from within those urban locations’. Not only that, but the music videos created by grime
artists ‘enable listeners to gain insights into meanings of human existence from the
standpoint of insiders’ (Barron, 2013, p. 532) by providing a visual representation of how
they engage with the spaces of the inner city. I focus on the work of three artists –
Skepta, Stormzy and JME – as they exemplify the entrepreneurial nature, subversive
inﬂuence and social activism of successful (and contemporary) grime artists. Before the
empirical analysis, I provide an overview of existing literatures pertaining to urban music
and digital media, and the emergence of grime in the UK. The empirical section
examines the enabling role of digital media for grime artists, then explores how grime
artists reproduce urban space, and reclaim their right to the city.
Urban music in a digital age
Music plays a multifaceted role in society. It is used to pass time and to mark time, to
relax and to excite, to unite and to divide, to empower and to resist, to free and to
constrain. Music can also provide a lens through which socio-spatial inequalities can be
voiced and understood, and a channel through which otherwise silenced voices can be
heard. As a method of cultural (and often political) communication, music is also a form
of popular narrative that can encourage reﬂection on socio-spatial inequalities and the
workings of power therein (after Kong, 1995; Smith, 1997). Born out of the inequality and
marginalization of the inner city, urban music – and its more speciﬁc subgenres of hip
hop, rap and R&B (in the US), and garage, drum and bass and grime (in the UK) – is
resistant music that has since come to be embraced by the mainstream. Recently, the
proliferation of digital technologies has radically disrupted the ways in which music is
produced and consumed, which in turn has more far-reaching ramiﬁcations that has led
to both the destabilization of traditional hierarchies of power, and the forging of new
ones. My contention, however, is that two parallel discourses have emerged; one that
explores the resistant spatiality of urban music, and another that explores the enabling
role of digital technologies in creating new expressions of power. This section provides
an overview of each discourse, and then considers the ways in which digitally enabled
musical practices intersect with the expression of new, and subversion of old, forms of
power.
The resistant spatiality of urban music
Urban music in general – and perhaps its deﬁning subgenre, hip hop, more speciﬁcally –
is a product of the socio-spatial variability of development; it is a product of geography
(Shabazz, 2014). Whilst research has shown how music can expose particular expressions
of identity in/of place (see Hudson, 2006; Liu, 2014; Solomon, 2005), a deﬁning char-
acteristic of urban music is that such expressions are often ampliﬁed through resistance
to more mainstream forms of representation and stereotyping. Hip hop, for example,
emerged in New York City in the 1970s, as a response to the lack of opportunities for
young (predominantly black) males living in the inner city, with too much time on their
hands and a host of sociocultural references from which to gain creative inspiration.
Accordingly, urban music has been studied as a cultural response to structural inequal-
ity, as a ‘hidden transcript emerging from places of exclusion’, which has caused it to be
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‘inscribed in struggles for space in the city’ (Lamotte, 2014; p. 686; see also Tabb Powell,
1991; Atkinson, 2007; Shabazz, 2014). It has been shown to provide ‘valence as medium
through which to oppose domination and authority’ (Fredericks, 2014, p. 133), whilst
remaining ‘deeply anchored in the spaces of the inner city’ (Smith, 1997, p. 520). Urban
music is thus recognized as spatial music; it is a form of creative expression through
which the lived environments and experiences of hitherto marginal(ized) social groups
can be heard (both literally and ﬁguratively), understood and overcome.
Often, urban music is both a reﬂection of, and response to, the pressures, injustices and
aspirations of inner city life. In many instances, it reﬂects the desire for some sort of control
over territory; a desire rooted in gang culture and the associated demarcation of boundaries
to facilitate the dealing of drugs, but also the desire to reclaim the power of representation
from more mainstream forms of cultural reproduction. Urban music is both a creative
response to, and an ongoing form of conversation with, the city. The lyrical underpinning
of urban music is the cypher – a ‘conceptual space in which consciousness is the priority. . .
the place to be free and to perform a particular belonging and citizenship’ (Lamotte, 2014,
p. 688). Reﬂecting a degree of ‘urban informality’, the cypher has been interpreted as an
‘unconventional form of activism’ that, through the creation of discursive space, provides a
tool by which musicians are able to make claims to the physical spaces of the city (Lamotte,
2014, p. 687, 686). Yet, whilst digital technologies play an increasingly enabling role in the
production and distribution of cyphers (and (urban) music more generally), their role in
overcoming inequality through resistance, and, more speciﬁcally, in claiming a right to the
city, is yet to be fully explored.
This oversight can be explained by the fact that research has focussed almost
exclusively on American cities (e.g. Forman, 2000, 2002; Rose, 1994), with some incur-
sions into other contexts where urban music has a strong subcultural inﬂuence (e.g.
Bennett, 1999; Solomon, 2005). By now, urban music in America is nearly half a century
old and has become part of the mainstream musical canon. It still speaks of resistance,
yet it does so from within the hierarchies of power against which it once rallied. In such
instances, digital media do not so much disrupt these hierarchies, but augment them in
various ways. Urban music in the UK, however, is diﬀerent. It is noticeably under-
researched, which in itself reﬂects the long-held stigma that British hip hop and rap
are mere imitations of their American counterparts. Often, they have been studied
through the lens of cultural hybridity and appropriation (see, for example, Wood,
2009). Grime – as a distinctly British subgenre of urban music – remains largely unre-
searched (cf. Barron, 2013; Dedman, 2011), yet provides a window to understanding how
the resistant spatiality of urban music has evolved in tandem with the growing penetra-
tion of digital technologies, media and inﬂuence. As such, it provides insight into how
digital enablers can bring about new expressions of power.
Digital enablers and new expressions of power
Over the past 10 years or so, digital technologies have started to encroach into nearly
every aspect of social life (see Jenkins, 2006). Such encroachment has had a profound
impact on our relationships with people and places, on the construction and represen-
tation of the self, and on the ways in which we engage with more traditional hierarchies
of power. Perhaps due to the rapid pace at which digital technologies are being
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developed and applied, research has been slow to explore and understand the extent of
their impact. This is particularly true for geographers, who, whilst typically dismissive of
the ‘vulgar’ overlapping terrains of popular culture (Kinsley, 2016) and digital/social
media (Rose, 2016), can contribute an understanding of ‘the implicit power relations
of representations of places’ (Rose, 2016, p. 763). In spite of this, one avenue of broader
scholarly interest has been the relationship between youth and digital media, with a
particular focus on the development of youth subcultures (see Gelder, 2007; Wilson &
Atkinson, 2005), and most recently, the speciﬁc subcultures of rap music (see Campos &
Simões, 2014; Simões & Campos, 2017). Such work has shown how digital media provide
a channel of expression and dialogue and enable the formation of communities, which
in turn can encourage resistance to mainstream establishments and society. Importantly,
this work has started to explore how the digital and ‘real’ worlds are interdependent and
often co-constitutive, with each shaping and inﬂuencing the other. More work does,
however, need to be done in order to fully explore the implications of such co-
constitutions on the destabilization of old hierarchies of power, and how the new
expressions of power that emerge in their place operate in and through space.
Whilst space can be used to reﬂect, enforce or subvert hierarchies of power, digital media
have led to the reappropriation and reframing of space according to new forms of digital
representation. By bridging the online and oﬄine worlds, they can mediate, subvert and
overcomewhat came before. Molnár (2014; after de Certeau, 1984), for example, shows how
ﬂashmobs – the spontaneous gathering and dispersal of people in public places to perform
random, yet predeﬁned acts – reclaim public space through alternative forms of representa-
tion. Social media are used to recruit and co-ordinate participants, whilst the actual
performance is recorded and then circulated online via social media (see also Fahmi,
2009). In a similar vein, Boy and Uitermark (2017) show how the representations of
Amsterdam that are uploaded onto social media platform, Instagram, enable the city to
be ‘reassembled’ through the elevation and relegation of certain places and events. This
causes the former to become hotspots, the latter invisible, which in turn both reﬂects, and
replicates, preexisting socio-spatial inequalities. In both instances, digital media are used to
engage with and transform urban spaces – the former as a strategy of emancipation, the
latter as a process of marginalization – highlighting how urban spaces can shape digital
engagement, and how digital engagement can, in turn, shape urban spaces.
Learnings like these provide an interesting and highly relevant new angle to
understanding the resistant spatiality of urban music. Given that urban music is a
channel of resistance that has long been marginalized by mainstream media, digital
enablers play an important role in the production and dissemination of music, and
the creation of new expressions of power. These ‘new’ expressions are implicitly less
hierarchical than those they replace and are a reﬂection of the democratization of
music caused by the growing accessibility of the technologies of musical production
(Leyshon, 2009), and the new currency of clicks, comments, likes, shares and views
that determines the penetration and inﬂuence of music in an increasingly digital
world. Thus, the musical economy is now less likely to be biased by the selection and
promotional activities of record labels, as digital platforms enable the unrestricted
ﬂow of cultural musical production and consumption according to the principles of a
free market. Digital technologies enable the ‘rescaling [of] political community’
(Purcell, 2002, p. 105) and can bring about the social reproduction of new forms of
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power. Whilst old hierarchies of power are enshrined in the institutions of cultural
production and performance – record labels, media outlets, museums, concert halls,
ﬁlm studios – the new expressions of power are built from the ground-up by talented
and ambitious artists with little more than a smartphone or laptop, some editing
software and an Internet connection.
The power of such artists to subvert not just mainstream cultural industries, but
also more wide-ranging processes of sociopolitical reproduction, can potentially
yield transformative outcomes. Given that urban music emerges from, speaks to,
and seeks to transform the physical and social spaces of the inner city, digital
technologies play a far more wide-ranging role in enabling the emancipation of
otherwise marginalized communities. The recursive inﬂuencing of the physical
domain through the digital domain creates new ‘spaces of resistance’ that are
‘constituted within these hybrid physical and virtual worlds’ (Fahmi, 2009, p. 90).
In turn, such spaces of resistance can give rise to new geographies of protest, and
new ways to subvert old patterns of exclusion. Grime, for example, was ‘until very
recently. . . entirely excluded from mainstream media’ (D’Aquino, Henriques, &
Vidigal, 2017, p. 164), yet has independently emerged as a force that now deﬁnes
urban Britain. Digital technologies, once considered an ‘amateur and rather “invisi-
ble” ﬁeld of cultural production’ (Campos & Simões, 2014, p. 88), have become a
potent vehicle for autonomous self-expression, and now pose a major challenge to
mainstream cultural industries. They are closely associated with the emergence of
grime and have enabled it to foment its resistant qualities through the production,
transmission and consumption of musical content. As such, grime provides a com-
pelling window through which the digital subversion of urban space can be
explored and understood. Moreover, as a form of cultural production that is deeply
rooted in contemporary applications of power, the study of grime provides direct
redress to the view that cultural geography is ‘esoteric, inward looking and appar-
ently oblivious to any “real” world in which injustice abounds’ (Anderson & Smith,
2001; p. 7; see also Kinsley, 2016; Woods, 2017).
Grime as a product of – and a response to – urban Britain
Originating in London at the beginning of the twenty-ﬁrst century, grime has, over the
past 15 years or so, become the leading subgenre of urban music in the UK. Despite
reﬂecting a pastiche of inﬂuences – ranging from UK garage, rave and drum and bass, to
Jamaican dancehall, and American hip hop and rap – grime is distinctly British in its
sound. Its aural distinctiveness is ‘wreathed in strong London accents and strobing bass
lines. . . staccato beats and machine-gun rapping’ (The Guardian, 2 January 2017), which
itself reﬂects the fact that the contemporary wave of grime artists drew their musical
inspiration from grime pioneers like Dizzee Rascal, Wiley, Kano and Lethal Bizzle, instead
of ‘obsessing over Biggie and Tupac and desperately wishing they could be American
too’ (The Guardian, 8 November 2007). Grime is self-referential, not just in sound, but
also in its embeddedness within the provocative spaces of inner city London. As The
Guardian (2 January 2017) explains:
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Its rebelliousness is encoded in its DNA. Born in London estates at the turn of the
millennium, grime crackles with the high-rise tension of tower blocks amid shrinking
opportunities and limited possibilities. Musically it builds a sense of claustrophobia. But it
has a message of freedom: that one can transcend narrowing horizons and overcome
adversity by subverting the power of prejudice. Sometimes ethically problematic, grime is
not easy listening.
As much as grime resists (and overcomes) the spatial marginalization of inner city life, so
too does it evoke it. It is a diarization of the inner city, its leitmotif being the toughness
of the council estate, the tower block and the streets. Its deﬁance draws on a lack of
opportunities for the socio-economic underclasses, indiscriminate stop and search activ-
ities on behalf of police, the targeted closing down of rave raids and the dismissiveness
of the mainstream media and music industries. Indeed, it is the spatial imagination of
grime – ‘concerned centrally with the everyday; it is about life as it is experienced by the
artists themselves’ (Barron, 2013; p. 532; see also Hesmondhalgh & Melville, 2002;
Shabazz, 2014) – that sets it apart from its American counterparts. Grime is more
parochial, more grounded, more bitter. Dizzee Rascal’s seminal album, Boy in da
Corner, is a ‘shrewd breeze through the mini mean streets of London life’ (The
Guardian, 2 January 2017) and provides an immersive insight into the ‘anonymous
spaces. . . of little interest or relevance to the broader society and to much of the
consuming public’ (Forman, 2002, p. 67). Beyond reportage, such a spatial imagination
also works to actively subvert and overcome mainstream – often prejudiced – repre-
sentations of inner city life. In doing so, grime reappropriates the power of representa-
tion, to wide-ranging eﬀect.
Grime’s intimate associations with the inner city implicate it within public discourses
about urban Britain. Over the years, the mainstream media have adopted the themes of
drugs, gangs, knife crime, delinquent (hooded) youths and the culminating events of the
urban riots and civil unrest of 2011, to portray sensationalist representations of urban
Britain to scandalized mainstream audiences. These have, in turn, informed the framing
of grime in the public imagination (see Gilroy, 1992; Kong, 2006; Lewis, Newburn, Taylor,
& McGillivray, 2012; Wood, 2009). Such framing has caused grime to be marginalized in
public discourse (to mirror the socio-spatial marginalization of grime artists in real life)
and has also yielded attempts to restrict its public performance through legislation. Most
punitive is Form 696, a police document that demands the names, private addresses and
phone numbers of all artists at live shows that feature a DJ or MCs performing over a
pre-recorded backing track, the rationale being that such shows are high-risk events.3
Such pre-emptive measures serve to both reinforce the structures of inequality that
grime rallies against, whilst curbing its ability to reach a wider audience (The Guardian,
27 March 2017). In 2014, for example, the Plastic People nightclub in Shoreditch, East
London – a renowned incubator for grime artists – was forced to close after years of
harassment from police and the local authorities (Fader, 2015). Other clubs – like Cargo,
where Skepta launched his debut album Greatest Hits in 2007 – have since banned grime
artists from performing for similar reasons. Form 696 provides a clear example of how
prevailing hierarchies of power have sought to exclude – and, in some cases, actively
remove – grime from public spaces.
As much as grime is a product of inner city life in the UK, so too is it a product of
digital technologies. Digital enablers have provided the tools and channels needed to
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overcome marginalization, and have empowered grime artists to become ‘agents of
their own cultural activities’ by seeking to ‘resolve inequality within a subordinating
cultural system’ (Dedman, 2011, p. 511). Thus, digital technologies have empowered
grime artists to overcome the exclusory practices furthered by existing hierarchies of
power, and to forge new pathways of resistance instead. Doing so has involved a close
and recursive interplay between the physical and digital spaces of the inner city, with
digital enablers being used as tools of spatial reclamation. The empirical analysis that
follows considers such interplay more closely, focussing on how digital media have led
to the creation of new expressions of power.
Grime as/and the digital subversion of urban space
For decades, technological developments have played a vital role in enabling the
dissemination of music. Channels like the radio, and recording media like the cassette
tape, compact disc and MP3, have lowered the barriers to musical dissemination (Kong,
1997). More recently, social media – especially the emergence of online audiovisual
platforms like YouTube, and streaming services like Spotify and SoundCloud – have
caused these barriers to be almost completely removed. This is true of all musical
genres, but it is especially resonant for urban music. In the United States, for many
years hip hop and rap ‘found it diﬃcult to break out of the underground, with little or no
radio airplay and a lack of media and record company interest’ (Wood, 2009, p. 176).
Whilst these subgenres evolved through the exchange of mix tapes and video cassettes,
fanzines and live performances, grime – as a distinctly post-millennial subgenre – has
evolved through digital channels. The success and popularity of grime has since caused
it to bridge the online and oﬄine worlds, causing each to inﬂect upon and inﬂuence the
other. Below I explore such inﬂections and inﬂuence in more detail, through a focus on
the digital enablers of grime, the reproduction of space through performance and the
subversion of hierarchy.
Digital emancipation and the democratization of music
Grime is a product of the digital generation. The rapid development of Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW) software has created a new ‘regime of distributed musical creativity’
(Leyshon, 2009, p. 1326), which means that anybody with a minimal amount of technical
equipment and knowledge can produce music. Digital technologies have made the
methods of musical production more accessible, whilst social media have provided
the channels needed to take grime out of the inner-city spaces where it is made (and
of which it speaks), and to reach a wider audience (see Barron, 2013; Reitsamer &
Prokop, 2017; Rose, 2016). Smartphones and handheld video cameras are used to record
cyphers, whilst home computers are used to develop backing tracks, to edit footage and
to nurture the artists’ personal brand. Content is uploaded onto digital platforms, where
it can be shared via social media amongst wider, more geographically dispersed audi-
ences. Stormzy’s video for Shut Up was ﬁlmed in a single take in a carpark, yet as of
December 2017 had been viewed over 70 million times on YouTube, and has contrib-
uted to him being ‘the most successful unsigned artist in UK history’ (Vice,
1 March 2017). Similarly, Skepta’s deliberately crude video for That’s Not Me reportedly
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cost £80 to produce, yet helped him win a MOBO Award4 in 2014 (The Guardian,
21 December 2015). Technological access has encouraged a culture of entrepreneurial-
ism amongst grime artists, who are empowered to self-direct their sound, and their
(musical) careers more generally (White, 2016). Such entrepreneurialism extends to the
businesses (usually fashion lines, independent record labels, and marketing and events
agencies) that many grime artists have established to complement their music. In
Integrity, JME compares his entrepreneurial journey to those of his contemporaries:
You can’t test me in the music game, I’ve got bare XP [experience points]
Doing this ting for real, in school, while you was typin’ up your CV
I was downloadin’ on Windows NT
Bare sample packs for Fruity Loops 3
Fruity Loops 3 is an example of a DAW, with JME juxtaposing the traditional pathway to
building a career (by ‘typin’ up your CV’), with his real-world experience and self-forged
success. This distinction simultaneously reﬂects the old hierarchies of power that digital
technologies serve to disrupt and the new expressions that they create. Thus, whilst
Reitsamer and Prokop (2017) show how Austrian hip hop artists use digital media to
forge do-it-yourself musical careers with the aspirations of signing to major labels, grime
artists have tended to shun such practices, retaining their independence instead. Skepta
and JME now operate under their own label, Boy Better Know, whilst Stormzy does the
same under #MERKY. Autonomy has enabled grime artists to compete for audiences
outside of the terms set by the mainstream music industry, and has empowered them to
voice their ‘suspicion of record labels, and the control they enjoy over their roster’
(Dedman, 2011; p. 519; see also Keyes, 2002). Later in Integrity, JME takes direct aim at
record industry executives, challenging their ability to identify and develop musical
talent, whilst trying to limit the evolution of grime:
I thought by now it was apparent that these guys cannot develop our talent
I thought by now it was bait that these guys just try decide man’s fate. . .
So don’t tell me that grime shouldn’t be the music that man’s puttin’ out
This message of deﬁance to the music industry is a reﬂection of the parallel pathways to
success that digital technologies enable. Grime artists can – and have – achieve(d)
mainstream success, albeit on their own terms. Social media provides the channels
needed to promote music to a wider audience, and in turn enable fans to build closer
relationships with artists. Stormzy’s track Know Me From makes calls for listeners to
reference him using hashtags5 (Talk about me you better hashtag merky6/Talk about me
you better hashtag problem), with the chorus being used to repeatedly ask the listener:
Where do you know me from, wh-where do you know me from? The simultaneous
encouragement to ‘hashtag’ him, followed by an admission of the viral spread of
songs, videos and memes via social media, reveals not just a degree of media-
savviness, but also the fact that social media and grime are so intimately entwined
that, in this case, they are largely inseparable. Social media enables closer engagement
between grime artists and their fans, creating a form of participatory social movement
that goes beyond the sharing of cultural content. Lemos (2010) refers to the participa-
tory structure of social media platforms as ‘post-mass media’, as they are exempt from
the editorial control of corporations and the state, and therefore cause new forms of
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cultural expression to emerge. This has brought about a democratization of cultural
content, with grime being a potent example of the power of clicks, comments, likes,
shares and views in the contemporary world. Such democratization acts as a counter-
point to the hegemony of established record labels and the old hierarchies of power
that they represent.
Reproducing the spaces of the city through performance
Emerging from the spatial margins of inner city London, grime has become an avatar for
urban life in the UK. In Castles, Skepta describes how his music I[s] real life, no computer
game, we’re livin’ in the Streets of Rage.7 By recounting the toughness of inner city life to
listeners, grime becomes both a product of space, and a strategy for its ongoing
reproduction. The music videos of grime artists focus on ‘space and urban spatial
conﬁgurations’ (Barron, 2013, p. 532), serving to elevate the exclusionary spaces of the
inner-city, whilst colonising other public spaces that represent the exclusion of grime
from the mainstream media. The visual aesthetic of grime ranges from unedited vign-
ettes of cyphers being performed in public places, to more curated and professionally
edited productions. Most videos are shot against the brutally stylized silhouettes of
inner-city tower blocks, the starkness of the council estate and the neglected emptiness
of the street. The cumulative eﬀect is one of simultaneous recognition and deﬁance; the
message is one of pride that comes from the marking and reclamation of territory. In
turn, this instils the spatial representations of grime artists with a degree of legitimacy
that stems from their quotidian experiences of the inner city (Purcell, 2002). In Man,
Skepta refers to himself as a “roadman” – a term used to describe someone who is
street-savvy, usually due to their role in dealing drugs – boasting how You know the
postcode when you’re talkin’ road/Better know that I speak that ﬂuently. His claims to the
streets are further validated in Ace Hood Flow, when he describes the production and
distribution of grime whilst navigating the everyday spaces of North and East London:
I walk from White Hart Lane to the ﬂats opposite Tottenham police station
Paid subs to go on the radio station8
Left radio jumped on the train to Leytonstone
Linked Murkle Man9 to make some more grime in the basement
Lemme show you ‘bout dedication
In recounting such everyday experiences, Skepta removes the distinction between his
music and his city. He shows instead how grime is interwoven with the spaces of his city,
which in turn proves his ‘dedication’ to both. To this point, whilst digital media have
been shown to ‘feed on as well as perpetuate socio-spatial inequalities’ (Boy &
Uitermark, 2017, p. 1), grime artists use such media to reproduce, but also to overcome
the ‘spatial power asymmetries’ (Shabazz, 2014, p. 371) that deﬁne inner city environ-
ments. Such practices serve to reclaim the power of representation of the inner city from
mainstream media, and, in doing so, to assert their right to the spaces of ‘their’ city. The
importance of such reclamation is profound, as it ‘allows for practitioners to transform
their lives through transforming the built environment’ and, in doing so, to ‘challenge
exclusion and access spatial power’ (Shabazz, 2014, p. 373). These transgressive uses of
space lead to a reimagination of space, and the subsequent recolonization of the city.
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The digitally led recolonization of the city is a performance that is as symbolic as it is
subversive. Digital media enable artists to capture a performance in/of space that can
immediately be distributed to a larger audience; thus, whilst the performance may be
ﬂeeting, the eﬀect is enduring. Boy and Uitermark (2017; p. 2, original emphasis; see also
Duﬀ, 2017) construe the relationship between digital technologies and urban space in
‘dramaturgical’ terms, as digital media provide ‘stages on which users enact perfor-
mances’ in order to further a particular image of themselves, and of the spaces they
represent. In Big For Your Boots, Stormzy parodies his connections to the spaces of
London, providing an interpretation of where he has come from and what he has
overcome (see Morgan, 2016; Tervo & Ridanpää, 2016). He is shown standing on the
serving counter of Morleys – a chain of chicken shops found almost exclusively in South
London – followed by him driving across Waterloo Bridge (passing the London Eye and
The Shard), his torso emerging from the sunroof of a police car. Symbolically, he ﬁrst
asserts his South London origins, before laying claim to some of London’s most resonant
landmarks. The use of the police car adds another layer of meaning, referencing the
legacy of policing by Special Patrol Groups in metropolitan areas of the UK since the
1980s, which served to ‘informally exclude blacks from certain central districts’ (Gilroy,
1992; p. 98; see also Dikeç, 2002; Fahmi, 2009; Mayer, 2009), and the more recent
censoring of grime performances by the police. Such deﬁance is ridiculed by the
sardonic notion, repeated in the chorus, that You’re getting way too big for your boots.
Whilst this enforces the idea that citizens have ‘a right to participat[e]’ (Purcell, 2002;
p. 103; see also Changfoot, 2007) in the city, irrespective of class or colour, it also
highlights the fact that equal participation can, in some respects, still be viewed as an
ideal that belies more prevalent forms of social inequality in the access to, and usage of,
public space. The music video is thus a political performance that enables artists to send
a message of subversion that is encoded in alternative representation of the spaces of
the city.
Music videos can also provide a more direct aﬀront to the old hierarchies of power
that once led to the marginalization of grime in the public domain. Indeed, to the extent
that grime was once excluded from public spaces – especially those wherein ‘political
and economic power concentrates’ (Uitermark et al., 2012, p. 2550) – so too do their
videos seek to reclaim them. Skepta’s Shutdown, for example, attacks the spatial censor-
ing of grime artists by Form 696. The video was ﬁlmed in London’s iconic Barbican
Estate, a multi-use complex that contains residential housing, an Arts Centre and the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama; venues typically associated with classical and more
mainstream musical production, and a symbol of old hierarchies of cultural power. The
venue reﬂects Skepta’s claim to mainstream recognition, and his symbolic colonization
of the spaces from which he and his peers were once excluded. More than that, the
timing of the video’s release is also pertinent. Released a few days after the Brit Awards10
in 2015, the song pauses half way through, revealing a humorously misplaced, distinc-
tively middle-class ‘mainstream’ female voice, complaining about:
A bunch of young men, all dressed in black, dancing extremely aggressively on stage, it made
me feel so intimidated and it’s just not what I expect to see on prime-time TV
The skit references the numerous complaints that were received by the ‘intimidating’
performance by American artist Kanye West at the 2015 Brit Awards, in which he was
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surrounded by dozens of grime artists (including Skepta) onstage, dressed in black. The
timing of the release, followed by its subsequent success,11 provides a challenge to the
prejudices of mainstream British society.
Beyond reproducing space, grime artists also oppose the prejudices that have
excluded them from spaces of the city. In some instances, the mainstream spaces of
the city are actively resisted through rejection. In First Things First, Stormzy rallies against
the ‘racist’ door policies of London’s celebrity nightclubs, like DSTRKT, for Never let[ting]
my niggas in, and exhorts his listeners to Fuck DSTRKT and fuck all these nightclubs/And
fuck givin’ money to people that don’t like us. Thus, whilst the symbolic act of spatial
reclamation signals ‘a claim to the rights and rewards of the city through occupying its
physical space and the space of public dialogue’ (Fredericks, 2014, p.139), rejection is a
more direct aﬀront to the prejudices that govern access to the spaces of the city.
Rejection highlights the exclusionary logic that is embedded within existing hierarchies
of power, which leads to inequitable access to the city. In this sense, grime artists are
unique in that they challenge the frameworks of prejudice within which they are
implicated by highlighting diﬀerence, and positioning themselves as distinct from the
mainstream. In doing so, they subvert traditional hierarchies of power on their own
terms, which reveals the wider-ranging utility of digital forms of reproduction.
Subverting hierarchy and reclaiming the right to the city
The power of digital reproduction is that it has empowered grime artists to subvert old
hierarchies of power, and in doing so, to express power in ways that are less hierarchical,
more democratic and inherently subversive. It provides the tools and channels needed
for self-representation outside of mainstream media and record labels, which enables
grime artists to conﬂate the roles of artist and activist (see Fahmi, 2009) and to pursue a
more politicized agenda. Thus, digital technologies create platforms of power from
which more wide-ranging forms of inﬂuence and activism can be advanced; grime
artists can assert their right to the city by ‘restructur[ing] the power relations that
underlie the production of urban space’ (Purcell, 2002; p. 101; after Lefebvre, 1968).
Digital technologies enable such restructuring by providing grime artists with the means
and channels through which they can reach and inﬂuence more people, and thus
overcome the ‘fairly rigid series of nested scales that constrain their [citizens’] participa-
tion’ (Purcell, 2002, p. 104) in the reproduction of society and space. Put diﬀerently,
digital technologies enable the dismantling of boundaries that ‘constrain’ people
according to their colour or class, which, in turn, can result in the subversion of hierarchy
(after Springer, 2014). For example, Stormzy’s One Take Freestyle attacks the prejudices
embedded within the UK music industry, bemoaning the fact that no grime artist was
nominated for a Brit Award in 2015 (What? None of my G’s12 nominated for Brits? Are you
takin’ the piss?), accusing the music industry of racial prejudice (Like, wah gwan,13 is my
face too dark?) and, perhaps most revealingly, relying too heavily on traditional (and
therefore outdated) measurements of musical impact:
Last year they told the mandem14
That to be nominated you’ve gotta go on UK charts
What do we do? We chart
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Don’t come here with your lies, don’t start
The digital underpinnings of grime therefore provide a unique vantage point from
which the traditional recording industry can be challenged. Whilst research has shown
how rap and hip hop artists may ‘refus[e] to identify with pop marketing’ (Keyes, 2002,
p. 122) and other forms of mainstream promotion, the parallel system of digital inﬂu-
ence creates new platforms of power and credibility from which grime artists can both
resist and attack more traditional systems. Indeed, the success of a grime artist is often
measured in terms of inﬂuence within the digital domain, as much as it is the downloads
and record sales (and chart positions) of mainstream media promotion. Thus, grime
artists compete on diﬀerent terms, and are therefore ‘active in the construction of their
cultural activities away from the machinations of the culture industry that presents these
musical genres in mediated form’ (Dedman, 2011; p. 509; see also Kinsley, 2016). The
democratization of music brought about by digital technologies has enabled artists to
forge new pathways to success, which, in doing so, provides a platform of power from
which they can engage with, challenge and resist the mainstream.
The broader eﬀects of the digital subversion of urban space go beyond the music
industry, and engage with the everyday workings of power and prejudice in the inner
city. For a long time, the ‘intense and aggressive policing’ (Gilroy, 1992, p. 98) of inner city
areas has been criticized for overt racial proﬁling, for being conducted in an aggressive and
discourteous manner, and for exacerbating the prevailing sense of antipathy towards the
police (see Lewis et al., 2012; Wood, 2009). The shooting of Mark Duggan by police in
Tottenham on 4 August 2011, which subsequently caused protests, riots and widespread
civil unrest throughout London and the UK, is a stark example of the antagonistic relations
between the police and inner city communities. Duggan was a friend of Skepta’s, with
Skepta referencing such antagonism in Man. In the accompanying music video, the lyrics
Out there tryna’ survive on the streets/Tryin’ not to get killed by the police are rapped over a
real-life scene involving a stopped police car being surrounded by a group of hooded black
youths outside a London nightclub. The group provocatively knock on the windows, and try
to open the locked doors of the car, before blocking its movement. Eventually it is seen
accelerating away, tires screeching, being chased. By showing the gang removing the police
car from ‘their’ territory, the normative expression of power is reversed, with the gang being
depicted as powerful and the police powerless. Such a direct challenge to the authority of
the police is as much a form of protest as it is an alternative vision of how power can be
imagined and applied within the city. Yet, whilst emancipatory for those involved in its
reproduction, this vision of governance, order and participation is as contested as that
which it replaces. It is in this sense that Purcell’s (2002, p. 100) ‘contingent’ vision of
empowerment is ‘disconcerting’, because ‘we cannot know what kind of a city these new
urban politics will produce’.
Whilst such a ‘contingent’ vision is not necessarily desirable, or even practicable (see
Uitermark et al., 2012), it is symbolic. It draws attention to more wide-ranging issues of
structural injustice that grime artists have had to overcome in both their personal and
professional lives, and thus brings an activist agenda to the forefront of their music. In
Castles, Skepta criticizes the prejudiced stereotypes of (black) inner city youths perpe-
tuated by the mainstream media, before questioning the (in)diﬀerence between such
stereotypes and himself:
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Too much TV, too many newspapers got a nigga thinkin’ evil
Got me thinkin’ I’m lookin’ at my enemy when I’m lookin’ at my own people
The unique social activism of grime is based on artists aligning themselves with such
prejudiced mainstream stereotypes, rather than distancing themselves from them. In
First Things First, Stormzy references the riots of 2011, rapping There’s riots in the city, just
tell me where I sign up, whilst in Castles, Skepta goes on to provide a warning to former
Mayor of London, Boris Johnson: Tell Boris he’s lucky I made it rappin’ or I would have
been lootin’ too. Unapologetically aligning themselves with rioters – the people of the
inner city that they represent – reveals the injustices that have given rise to the
environment to which they belong, positioning themselves as symbols of resistance to
the structural inequality meted against them by the mainstream. The agenda of grime
artists is thus a negotiated one. It is embroiled in a ‘complex politics of scale, identity
and diﬀerence’ (Purcell, 2002, p. 106) that relies on associations and alignments to
convey a message of sociopolitical activism; it is a cultural response to the failings of
urban Britain. This was poignantly observed in the aftermath of the Grenfell Tower ﬁre in
2017, which caused the deaths of 71 residents and caused a public inquiry into the
safety of inner city tower blocks. Stormzy opened the Bridge Over Troubled Water charity
single recorded in the aftermath of ﬁre, rapping That could have been my mum’s house,
or that could have been my nephew/Now that could have been me up there. Grime artists
use the popularity and reach of their music to communicate messages of sociopolitical
concern; they bring the bitter realities of inner city struggle to their forefront of their
music. Rather than renouncing politics as a symbol of the oppression against which the
margins of society have traditionally been subjected to, grime encourages participation,
activism, and in doing so, creates new forms of citizenship on their own terms (see
Fredericks, 2014; Lamotte, 2014). The power of digital reproduction has thus enabled
grime to crossover from being an underground movement to a channel of mainstream
resistance. Yet, as much as grime has come to bridge the digital and physical worlds, the
margins and the mainstream, it does so in order to subvert and change rather than to
conform and comply.
Conclusions
Grime engenders the digital subversion of urban space. As digital media increasingly
enable the socio-spatial reproduction of urban life (after de Certeau, 1984), they provide
an emancipatory channel through which existing productions can be challenged and
disrupted. Grime therefore ‘embodies a rejection of the status quo that is at the core of a
sort of generational revolt’ (Fredericks, 2014, p. 136), which, through digital forms of
reproduction, has ‘reimagined the geography of urban abandonment and marginaliza-
tion’ (Shabazz, 2014, p. 374). By reclaiming the right to the city through their perfor-
mances, grime artists are able to reproduce the city on their own terms. The
emancipatory eﬀects of such reclamation are manifold. The barriers to creative produc-
tion, dissemination and consumption have all but been removed by digital enablers,
which has contributed to a democratization of the processes involved in the reproduc-
tion of urban space. More than that, the eﬀects of such processes are wide-ranging, and
have contributed to the development of new forms of protest, and new forms of social
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activism and inﬂuence. In this sense, grime is a paradigmatic example of how digital
technologies enable the crossing of boundaries; they empower artists to become
activists, and the transference of power from the digital to the physical domains.
Whilst the inﬂuence of grime is now felt in the real world, so too is it starting to gain
traction in the academic domain, with British urban music having long been ‘margin-
alized and to some extent impoverished by an overreverential attitude’ (Hesmondhalgh
& Melville, 2002, p. 87) to its American counterparts. As a product of the digital
generation, grime is therefore worthy of further, and closer, study.
There are two avenues of further study that can advance some of the ideas intro-
duced in this article. The ﬁrst involves generating insight into how the audiences that
consume grime music engage with the spaces of grime. By ‘spaces of grime’ I mean the
spaces where grime is ﬁlmed and performed, where it is consumed, where it is (or has
been) denied a presence, and the places it evokes through its lyrical and visual cues.
Doing so will enable an understanding of the inﬂuences of grime on society and space,
and how it may inﬂuence the ways in which its fans navigate the city, the spaces they
occupy, and their overarching sense of place. From this understanding, research can
help to fully understand the implications of the new forms of power associated with
grime. The second involves closer consideration of the regulation of digital media in the
contemporary world. The fact that grime artists were so often denied space to perform
in the real world made their use of digital channels all the more important. How such
channels are controlled by traditional hierarchies of regulatory and legal power, and
how digital platforms of cultural production have evolved to take their place, will reveal
the complex assemblages of power – involving, for example, curation and (self-) censor-
ship – that are generated by the constant interplay of the online and oﬄine worlds.
Exploring such assemblages will help to build an understanding of the (changing) role of
the self, the community and the state in a world of digital emancipation.
Notes
1. Interview with Time Out (6 May 2016).
2. I use ‘digital technologies’ as an overarching category that includes the hardware (e.g.
smartphones, computers) needed to create digital media, and the software (e.g. mobile
apps, computer programmes, websites) needed to edit and share it online. Social medias
are a more speciﬁc form of digital technology that enables the dissemination of digital
media.
3. As a point of comparison, such information is not required when bands perform in public
places.
4. The MOBO Awards is an annual award ceremony held in London to recognize artists that
perform Music Of Black Origin.
5. A hashtag (#) is used on social media to identify and catalogue messages that relate to a
speciﬁc topic.
6. Merky is one of Stormzy’s nicknames, which he subsequently evolved into the brand and
record label #MERKY.
7. ‘Streets of Rage’ is a video game, popular in the 1990s, which involves players beating up
members of a crime syndicate.
8. ‘Paying subs’ refers to the practice of up-and-coming MCs paying to perform live on pirate
radio stations like Heat FM, Rinse FM and Déjà-vu FM, the aim being to get their sound out
to a larger audience.
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9. Murkle Man is a renowned grime producer, and part of Skepta’s Boy Better Know label.
10. The Brit Awards is an annual award ceremony hosted in London to celebrate the best British
music of the past year. It is a mainstream awards ceremony where the successes of grime
artists have traditionally been overlooked.
11. Konnichiwa, the album from which Shutdown is taken, won the Mercury Prize in 2016; in
2017, Skepta performed Shutdown at the Brit Awards.
12. A G is a friend or gangster and is a common part of London slang.
13. Wah gwan is Jamaican patois that has since gained common usage in London slang; it is
used as a greeting, roughly meaning ‘what’s going on’.
14. Mandem refers to a group of (male) friends and is also commonly used in London slang.
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